And then already egg!
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At the beginning there was information, and then already her materialization!

AND THEN ALREADY EGG!

“At the beginning there was a Word, and God had a Word, and the Word was God” (Ioann 1:1). The first verse of the Gospel from Ioann indicates netvary life of the Divine Word in which initial existence out of time of the world Created by Him is inherent.

All required information on necessary individuals (animals, plants and so on) is stored in Vselenochka (an analog of “first-aid kit”) of the abnormal help. Vselenochka of the abnormal help materializes an individual in the form of egg that we see in fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Vselenochka of the abnormal help of annunak

Hypothesis: at the beginning there was information, and then already her materialization.
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